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Abstract
Conjugated linoleic acid or CLA, is among the bioactive components which are interesting for obesity treatment. It is a term that includes a conjugated isomer group of the linoleic acid, of which two of them cis-9, trans-11 and trans-10, cis-12 are capable of reducing body fat in animals and human beings. The best source of CLA in food is found in meat and dairy, which come from ruminants. The anti-obesity effect of the CLA has been demonstrated by the reduction on the indicators of the obesity, as body fat and waist circumference. Although the effect of CLA on the reduction of body fat is well known, it is important to make a distinction in the condition of patients and the consumed dose because CLA also has modified other cardiovascular risk markers. While the CLA intake has showed a positive effect and less cardiovascular related risk factors, also has increased the insulin resistance in type 2 diabetes mellitus patients. Therefore, because of the current evidence about the effect of the CLA on the obesity and other associated disorders, the purpose of the present text was to review the most important aspects about the CLA intake in humans, like the dietary sources, the action mechanism and the clinical results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Obesity is an increasing public health problem and a worldwide phenomenon currently, in such a way that the study of bioactive compounds for its treatment has achieved greater importance. Among these compounds, the conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) has demonstrated to reduce the body fat. The CLA is synthesized by a natural way in the ruminant metabolism. As a result, the dietary CLA is consumed naturally and mainly through meat and dairy in humans. Though the term CLA refers to a group of fatty acids, only two have shown biological activity cis-9, trans-11 and trans-10, cis-12. Therefore, the supplementation of the two isomers has been studied in overweight, obese and chronically ill patients.

2. LINOLEIC ACID

The linoleic acid (18:2) belongs to the chemical family of the omega six fatty acids (n6). It is indispensable in the human diet. That’s because the human cells don’t have the desaturase enzymes that removes two hydrogen atoms from a fatty acid, creating a carbon/carbon double bond in the atoms of carbon 12 and carbon 15 (Δ12-desaturase and Δ15-desaturase). Therefore, it is necessary to consume it in the food. It is found in the most of the eatable oil, like safflower, sunflower, corn and soybean.

2.1 CONJUGATED LINOLEIC ACID (CLA)

The term conjugated linoleic acid or CLA describes a group of conjugated isomers from linoleic acid. These isomers have two double links in their carbon chain in a conjugated manner, instead of the usual separation for a methylene. The double links could be in trans or cis configuration, which explains the wide spectrum of isomers with variability among them in position (7,9; 8,10; 9,11; 10,12 or 11,13) and geometry (cis, cis; cis, trans; trans, trans or trans, cis) (Martin and Valeille, 2002). Nevertheless, there are two isomers with more known biological activity: cis-9, trans-11 and trans-10, cis-12. The first positive effect identified in CLA was as anti-mutagenic factor in the meat (Ha et al., 1987). Later scientific
arguments were supported by evidence, about its body fat loss effect in animals and human beings (Delany et al., 1999, Blankson et al., 2000).

The compound known as CLA is an intermediate of the ruminal bacterial biohydrogenation from linoleic acid (cis-9, cis-12 C 18:2) to stearic acid (C 18:0) by Butyribrio fibrisolvens, or by endogenous conversion of the trans vaccenic acid (trans-11 C, 18:1 TVA) by the ∆9 desaturase enzyme in the mammary gland (Corl et al., 2001).

2.2 DIETARY CLA
The best source of CLA in food is found in meat and dairy, which come from ruminants. It is well known that the fatty acids amount and composition of the bovine milk changes according to the food, period of lactation, seasonal variation, geographical area, presence of mastitis, race, among other factors. The isomers cis-9, trans-11 and trans-10, cis-12, are generally in relations of 30:1 to 70:1 in the food (Poole and McQueen, 2006).

For food of animal origin the amount of the isomer cis-9, trans 11 varies about 75-90 % of the CLA, and in vegetable oils, it is less than 50 % (7). The Table 1 shows the content of CLA in different foods (Chin et al., 1992, Lin et al., 1995).

Table 1. Foods with important content of CLA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food</th>
<th>CLA (mg/g of fat)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole milk</td>
<td>5.0-7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processed cheeses</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef</td>
<td>3.0-4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veal</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>0.1-0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunflower oil</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seafood</td>
<td>0.3-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coconut oil</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 2008, the American Heart Association suggested the consumption of CLA inside the trans lipid group, and established that its ingestion must be less than 1 % of total daily calories. Though CLA doesn’t cause the same negative effects than the trans hydrogenated lipids on the blood cholesterol levels, its natural food sources are higher in saturated fatty acids, so it is recommended to reduce its intake.

CLA intake depends on the habits from each country. Also affects the CLA percentage given by the meats of ruminant animals and incorporated into a diet. Estimated human intake of CLA has been reported since 0.35-0.43 g/day in Germany up to 1.5-1.8 g/day in Australia (Parodi, 1994, Fritsche and Steinhart, 1998).

2.3 ACTION OF THE CLA IN THE REDUCTION OF THE OBESITY
On the basis of animal studies, the following mechanisms of action of CLA have been proposed (Figure 1):

A) CLA increases the energy expenditure because of it reduces the body fat (Terpstra, 2001).

B) CLA reduces the fat cell mass or the number of them because of it reduces the body fat. This could happen in four possible ways (Park and Pariza, 2007): via the lipoprotein lipase inhibition in the adipose cells, by the inhibition of the stearoyl-CoA desaturase activity, through increasing the apoptosis of the pre adipocytes and adipocytes, and by modulation of lipolysis.

C) CLA reduces the body fat by means of modulation of adipocytokines and cytokines. A study in murine models reported that it increases the adiponectin level and diminishes the TNF-α concentration (Nagao et al., 2005).

D) CLA increases the fatty acid β-oxidation in the skeletal muscle. It increases the carnitine palmitoyltransferase type I activity and expression, the rate limiting enzyme in the metabolic pathway (Nagao et al., 2005).

In addition, current evidence shows that the isomer trans 10, cis 12 treatment reduces the adipogenesis and the lipogenesis attenuating the transcription factor expression. Among these transcription factors are the Peroxisome Proliferator-Activated Receptor gamma (PPARγ), CCAAT-enhancer-binding protein gamma (C/EBPγ), Sterol regulatory element-binding protein 1c (SREBP-1c), liver X
receptor alpha (LXRα), and AP-2 family of transcription factors (Kang et al., 2003, La Rosa et al., 2007).

The dietary CLA incorporated into the human cellular membranes modifies their chemical properties. As a consequence, it diminishes the inflammation by means of lesser synthesis of prostaglandin E2 (PGE2), and lesser blood levels of tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) and interleukin-1 (IL-1). As well, by means of transcription factor modulation (PPAR), it reduces the synthesis of triacylglycerols (TG) and increases the β-oxidation of lipids.

**Figure 1. Action mechanism of CLA**

### 2.4 MODIFICATION OF CLINICAL PARAMETERS

The anti-obesity effect of the CLA has been demonstrated by the reduction on the indicators of the obesity, as body fat and waist circumference. A study in patients with overweight and obesity, tried a 50:50 mixture of isomers cis-9, trans-11 and trans-10, cis-12, in different doses (1.7, 3.4, 5.1 and 6.8 g/day), all of them reduced the corporal fat, but those with doses higher than 3.4 g did not produce additional effects (Blankson et al., 2000). Furthermore, the waist circumference was reduced in obese patients after a CLA consumption of 4.2 g/day during 4 weeks, while the weight, body fat and blood insulin, glucose and cholesterol-LDL levels did not show any change (Riserus et al., 2001).

In overweight patients, the CLA intake of 3.4 g/day (50:50 rate) during one year reduced body fat and serum cholesterol and leptin levels. Nevertheless, the serum insulin was also increased (Gaullier et al., 2005).

The CLA intake of 3 g/day (50:50) during 8 weeks in type 2 diabetes mellitus patients, increased the blood HDL-cholesterol level, and diminished the blood fibrinogen level. Though these results showed a positive effect and less cardiovascular related risk factor, this dose of these kind of patients also showed adverse effects on the insulin and glucose metabolism. That’s because of the fact that the CLA increased the fasting blood glucose level and reduced the insulin sensitivity (Moloney et al., 2004).

Iwata et al (2007) studied the effect of CLA on the transaminases ALT and AST levels. Their results showed that the higher dose (6.8 g CLA, 50:50 during 12 weeks) increased the blood transaminases level, while the lesser dose (3.4 g CLA, 50:50 during 12 weeks) did not affect the hepatic enzymes, which suggested that the
last one is a safe dose of the diet of Japanese people with overweight. A recent review highlights the need for more precise and well-designed long-term intervention studies with controlled food intake and activity level in order to assess the effectiveness of CLA on human health (Benjamin et al., 2015).

3. CONCLUSIONS

Although the human being can get linoleic acid from the diet, the amounts in the natural foods are too small in relation with the doses that have shown to reduce the body fat. The American Heart Association encourages reducing the CLA intake up to 1 % of the calories of the day in order to not exceed the oily food from which it comes. This means that in an average adult diet of 2000 calories, 20 of them will be coming from the CLA, an amount that could be found in only two grams of meat or dairy fat. A fourth of a cup of whole milk contains two grams of fat with a CLA amount between 10 and 14 mg. Therefore, it has been intended the CLA supplementation as an alternative to accomplish amounts higher than 1.7 grams/day, the minimal dose that has been shown effective in diminishing the body fat in human beings.

The knowledge about the action mechanism of the CLA has evolved together with the advances in Nutrigenomics. With the CLA intake, this one joins to the cellular membranes and it is incorporated into phospholipids and then become part of them. Then, the CLA influence the chemical and biological properties of the cellular membranes, such as its fluency, permeability, transmission of signs and regulation of transcription factors. Therefore, CLA intake decreases lipogenic enzyme gene expression and increases the β-oxidation enzyme gene expression.

The effect of CLA has been assessed in other cardiovascular risk indicators, which are the consequence of the obesity associated complications and its comorbidities. The CLA intake has shown to increase the insulin resistance in type 2 diabetes mellitus patients.

If the supplementation period is as short as four weeks, neither the blood lipid levels nor blood glucose levels alters adversely, nevertheless, if the trial period is higher, up one year, the serum insulin level would be increased. Additionally, amounts of 6.8 CLA grams have shown a pro inflammatory effect in the liver, evidenced in the high blood transaminases level. Finally, although there is some evidence about the effect of the CLA on the obesity, the study of CLA intake in humans must be continued in order to establish its safety and efficacy.
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